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Ecōths Spring 2017 Collection Nails Technical Details 
 
Reno, NV – June 27, 2016 – Ecōths’ Spring ’17 collection is overflowing with thoughtful details that are 
sure to please the urban outdoorsman as well as the backyard barbeque master. Committed to the 
environment, Ecōths uses organic cotton in many of its styles for the fashion and 
socially conscious man.  
 
Building off the success of its CoolMax® line, Ecōths is bringing it back in five new 
styles. The Waylon SS (pictured right), a woven style made of 
organic cotton and CoolMax® fabric has detailed stitching at the 
front shoulder yoke and contrast fabric inside the yoke and sleeve 
to add an unexpected twist to this classic western-style shirt. The 
plaid pattern has a stripe-feel and pearl snaps, adding lux details 
to a comfortable classic. Every CoolMax® top has a special stitch 
in the chest pocket that holds sunglasses securely. The Donovan 
SS ($67), and Carrington SS (pictured right), like all of the 
CoolMax® tops, feature the Ecōths Handy Cloth to wipe glasses 
and phones, elevating these distinctive button-ups to top status 
in every man’s closet.  
 
“Our customers want their clothes to work for them” says Tom 
Williamson, VP of Marketing and Sales at Ecōths. “Ecōths’ functional details like pocket placement, 
CoolMax® fabric and our Handy Cloth ensure comfort and ease, while our visual details like pearl snaps, 

contrast stitching and beautiful plaids make Ecōths a stylish choice for men everywhere.” 
  
Ecōths line-up also includes six short styles that cover all the bases. The Bronx 
Short (pictured left), an organic cotton and heavyweight dobby weave give these 
shorts a nice hand and increased durability. The use of a stitched grommet, 
instead of metal, allows for maximum comfort on the Ashcroft and Kenzo Shorts 
($64). The Hamilton Short (pictured left) is garment dyed with on-seam front 
pockets for a clean look. All Ecōths shorts have functional pockets including a 
drop-in pocket on the right leg for large and small cell phones, and open back 
pockets that are deep enough to keep valuables secure. 

 

Waylon SS $69, 

Carrington SS $70 

Bronx Short ($67), Hamilton Short ($70) 
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Donating over 150,000 meals since its inception in 2014, Ecōths one for one program, provides one full 
day’s worth of food to regional food banks for every garment sold. Hunger continues to be a major issue 
in the United States and Ecōths is proud to be doing their part to help people in the local communities of 
their sales representatives.  
 
Visit www.ecoths.com to learn more about the brand. Stop by booth number 31032 at Summer Outdoor 
Retailer to see the new Spring ’16 Collection. For additional information, please contact Angie Houck at 
angie@darbycommunications.com.  

About Ecōths 

A harmonious blend of Eco and Ethos, Ecōths is unparalleled in its combination of unique styling details, 
sustainable fabrics and approach to being a brand with a true soul. For every Ecōths garment purchased, 
three meals will be provided to someone in need through local food banks. Ecōths mission is simple; bring 
together the triple bottom line of People, Planet and Product.  

http://www.ecoths.com/
mailto:angie@darbycommunications.com
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Ecōths Feeds the Needy with over 83,000 Meals Donated in 2015 
 
Reno, NV – January 21, 2016 – Hunger continues to be a major issue in the United States. Most recent 
studies show that 14 percent of households in the US experience food insecurity. These families do not 
have reliable access to enough affordable and nutritious food. Many of these families depend on Federal 
or local subsidies to provide them with food (Worldhunger.org). In 2014, Ecōths men’s clothing company 
decided to make a difference in the fight against hunger and donate three meals to regional food banks 
throughout the US and Canada for each garment sold. Since 2014, Ecōths has donated over 128,000 meals 
to those in need.  
 
In 2015, Ecōths donated a total of 83,724 meals throughout both the United States and Canada, hoping 
to make an impact in regions are dearest to the Ecōths’ sales team. To do this, Ecōths asks each sales 
representative to choose a food bank in their territory to receive their donations at the end of the season. 
 
“We continue to be inspired by the individual lives that Ecōths helps change through our Good Sam 
program and giving to regional community food banks,” says Tom Williamson, VP of Marketing and Sales 
at Ecōths. “Our mission to find a balance between business and goodness has been successful and we will 
continue to build upon that in 2016.” 
 
With three years under its belt, Ecōths is growing to be a necessary brand for the urban rugged man who 
wants to feel good about the product he is wearing while looking great. The brand continues to not only 
give back to those in need, but they also are dedicated to using sustainable fabrics whenever possible. In 
2015, Ecōths grew to just over 100 retailers. Ecōths was able to capitalize on a local donation matching 
program for their local Northern Nevada Food Bank. When the local grocery offered to match anyone’s 
donation to the local food bank for the day, Ecōths was able to turn their $4,000 donation into an 
impressive $8,000 for those in need.  
 
Visit www.ecoths.com to learn more about the brand and to see the new Spring ’16 collection. For 
additional information, please contact Angie Houck at angie@darbycommunications.com.  

About Ecōths 

A harmonious blend of Eco and Ethos, Ecōths is unparalleled in its combination of unique styling details, 
sustainable fabrics and approach to being a brand with a true soul. For every Ecōths garment purchased, 
three meals will be provided to someone in need through local food banks. Ecōths mission is simple; bring 
together the triple bottom line of People, Planet and Product.  

mailto:angie@darbycommunications.com
http://www.worldhunger.org/articles/Learn/us_hunger_facts.htm
http://www.ecoths.com/
http://www.ecoths.com/
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Ecōths Fall ’16 Collection Expands on Urban Rugged for Men 

Reno, NV – December 16, 2015 – With a mission of bringing together the triple bottom line of People, 
Planet and Product, Ecōths has expanded their organic cotton men’s clothing line to include merino wool. 
Additionally, for each garment sold they continue to donate three meals to those in need, and in 2015, 
the brand donated over 77,000 meals to food banks throughout the United States and Canada.  

New for Fall 2016, Ecōths has added merino wool to its collection of eco-
friendly sweaters for men. The Charlie Sweater ($82) is a classic 
everyday staple for men that pairs well with jeans or khakis. An 
ideal travel piece, this merino wool and polyester plaited jersey 
sweater is quick drying and has antimicrobial qualities. Inspired 
by the Icelandic adventurer, the Zane Sweater ($115) is a 
Nordic-style merino wool blend sweater with a zip-neck and 
ribbing under the sleeve, along the cuff and on the collar.  

Ecōths shirts include unique details that make them stand 
out from the crowd of standard plaid button-ups. Menswear 
meets outdoors in the Rocco LS ($77), a button-up that comes 
in either a small red or blue check pattern with mitered front 
pockets. A nod to Americana style and patterns, the Jett LS Shirt 
($79) has a unique back yoke detail and pops of color on the flip-

up cuff, front pockets and under collar. Both the Rocco LS and the Jett LS Shirts 
are 100 % organic cotton and have Ecōths’ signature sunglasses 

cleaner flap under the front left hem, and a secure glasses arm 
sleeve in the left front pocket.  

“For Fall ’16 we continue to build upon our strength of 
Urban Rugged clothing for men,” states Tom Williamson, 
Ecōths VP of Sales and Marketing. “We think our 
customers are going to be very excited about the new 
flannel plaid shirts and merino wool sweaters that fill out 
our line.” 

Challenging traditional men’s fashion, the Killian LS ($92) is 
a 100% organic cotton reversible button-up shirt. Amazingly 

Charlie Sweater $82 

Zane Sweater $115 

Rocco LS $77 

Jett LS $79 
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lightweight for a reversible top, the Killian LS has a flannel check on one side that 
reverses to a solid herringbone on the other. Another key piece from Ecōths’ 
fall collection is the heavyweight Cooper Shirt Jacket ($125). This rugged 
organic cotton flannel over-shirt has a microfleece lining with taffeta 
lined sleeves and hand warmer pockets for chilly fall days.  

To see the new Ecōths’ Fall ’16 Collection stop by booth 
30138 at the Winter Outdoor Retailer show or for more 
information contact Angie Houck at 
angie@darbycommunications.com.  

About Ecōths 

A harmonious blend of Eco and Ethos, Ecōths is 
unparalleled in its combination of unique styling details, 
sustainable fabrics and approach to being a brand with a 
true soul. For every Ecōths garment purchased, three meals will be provided to someone in need through 
local food banks. Ecōths mission is simple; bring together the triple bottom line of People, Planet and 
Product.  

 

 

 

 

 

 Killian LS $92 
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